











































IN A DIM 
SKY  
Offensive 
linemen  David 
Loverne  and Tom James 
shine as 
line  anchors 
on
 







 of the 












































































times  as 
many
 parking 
permits  as 

















school,  cashiering 




everyone  who 
wants to buy a 
parking  pass. 
"When you purchase a 
park-




Sharp  said. 
"We
 can't 
refuse to sell 
a permit." 
So
 far this 









 to SJSU 
cashiering 
services.  Most 
of the permits 
sold allow
 students to park 
any-
time, but there



















There are 7,346 
parking 
spaces 
available  at SJSU, 
according




Department.  These spaces 
are 
found in the 
Fourth, Seventh 
and 
Tenth  Street Garages, 
the
 




and  the employee
-only  
paved
 lots. Aguirre 
estimated 








during  the 
day, the 
























think it's stupid," said
 
Shaun Murray, 
a junior SJSU 
basketball player. "It 
doesn't 
sound right 
because they're just 
trying to make 
money" 
Sharp doesn't 
think  the prob-
lems 
with  parking are 











 Spartan Dail, 
Commuting SJSU 
students  attempting to use Fourth Street Garage 
are instructed to use the Park and Ride located 
a mile south of campus. 
Shay 
O'Reilly/Spartan
 Daily  
Casside 
Carroln, a Human 
Performance  major, 
checked
 out the 
Track and 
Field display inside 
the  
Clark
 Library on Monday. The dis-
play exhibits track
 and field athletes 
from  the late '50s and 
'60s. 
SJSU













 mark. Get 
set. Go! 
The "Speed 
City"  exhibit is 
currently on 
display
 for the 
month of 




Washington  Square Hall, 
to
 
honor several of the
 fastest 
humans on earth, who at one
 
time raced for what was 
then 
San Jose State 
College in the 
1950s and 1960s. 
The three-part exhibit is 
designed by 1987 San Jose 
State University journalism 
graduate 
Urla  Hill. It is a com-
position of 
photos,  articles, 
plaques and 
memorabilia,  










is my personal 
contribution
 of black sports 
history to the 
world,"
 said Hill, 
who is also a 1996 graduate of 
African
 American Studies. 
According to Hill, the 
"Speed City" exhibit
 is the 
story of how the San 
Jose
 





 through a commit-
ment 
to recruit people
 of color, 
in a time well 
before  affirma-
tive action. 

























coached  by 
Bud Winter 
during 

















tory  here at 
San  Jose State 
University,
 and 
nothing  is 
being 






































Several famous track 
run-
ners are recognized in the 
"Speed City" exhibit. They 
include: Ray Norton, Tommy 
Smith, John Carlos and Bob 
Poynter, all of who struggled 
with racial 
discrimination  
while on the track and field 
team, said Hill. 
These 
men  are all 
honored  
in the exhibit, as 
a way of pay-
ing tribute




heroes of SJSU. 
Library display
 of 




Years," in which 
items such as a 
1969 San Jose State 
College letterman 
jacket, a 1960 
Spartan track jer-
sey and a pair of 9.9 
Adidas spikes can 
all be viewed from 
outside a glass case. 
A second part of 
the "Speed City" 
exhibit, titled 
"Black Power," can 
be found inside the entrance of 
Wahlquist Library. 
At this display, 
a speech 
given by Tommy Smith is post-
ed near a photo of his protest 
on the winner's podium with 
John Carlos, at 
the  196S 
Olympic Games in 
Mexico  
City. In the photo, the runners 
each have a black -gloved fist, 
raised 
above  their heads, as a 
gesture of "Black 
Power,"
 that 
resulted in each being 
stripped of 




































































































dedicated  to 
abolishing  the 
death penalty























lies...We  believe 
that





practice  that 
does not 
teach 





conflict in a 














 have fresh 
perspectives  with 
open 
minds.  It is important 
for the students to 
know these 
executions  are going on 
in 
the name of 
the  people of 
California.  
Students 
must  realize how 
wrong this is 
and, unless 
they speak up 
against  the 
death penalty, 
it
 won't  ever end." 
According to 




defense  attorney's 
and district 
attorneys  when murder 
cases  appear, to 
pressure them into 
sparing
 the accused 
from death row. 
They  have worked a 
number of 
cases  in 
California
 and 
recently secured a 
victory
 in Mountain 
View  when 
Wendell
 Bigelow was 
charged for murdering 
Sherry
 Downing. 
"In the Mountain 
View case we col-
lected
 500 signatures to 
petition  and ask 
the district attorney
 for life without 
parole," Vaidya said.
 "The defense settled
 
out of court for a 
lesser
 charge." 
One of the 
coalition's  goals is 
to talk to 
Gov. 
Pete  Wilson in 
an
 attempt to 
abol-






 feel it could 
be the 
begining to the 
end.  
"California 
has the highest 
amount  of 
inmates on Death
 Row. Human 
life is a 
See 










process results in 
appointment
 of 
former Florida CEO 










shrouded  in 
relative secrecy.
 the. California 
State University system has 
selected a new 
chancellor,
 
Charles  B Reed. 
Reed, 56,
 served as chancel-
lor 
of
 the St ate University 
System of 
Florida
 since 1985. 
The 10 -school system. governed  
by a hoard of regents
 of which 
Reed served as the chief execu-
tive
 officer, 
is seen as the
 clos-
est equal to the CSU system 
outside. the. state. of California 
in terms of its size and its over-
all operating budget. according 
to CSU public affair- officials. 
"We.
 









of Florida," said Martha 
Fallgatter, chairwoman
 of the 
CSU board of trustees and the 
chancellor search committee. 
"We could not have attained 
the highly qualified and talent-
ed candidates that we did with-
out ensuring the confidentiali-
ty of 




upset that the 
process was too 













Trustees,  said 
that 
without 































































 can change 
a person's 
nitlook 










 I lost 
my 
best  friend.








 On most 
Saturdays,
 I would 
try 
to sleep 




went downstairs.  





 the phone it 
was 
May's  aunt who 
lived  two 
houses 
down  from mine. I 
assumed she 
was  going to tell me 
May was 
coming  to my house. I 
was wrong. She 
told me May died 




 me to call our mutu-
al friends 
and  inform them of the 
horrible news. She hung up, and I 
was left holding the phone, 
won-
dering if it was a nightmare. 
But it wasn't, and I knew it. 
Since that day, the 
nightmare
 
hasn't ended. On this 
day every 
year, I'm back 
where I started  
as if I haven't 
progressed.  On a 
normal day. I am 
busy  in the 
Spartan 













University  has 
gotten
 its share 
of 
attention  this 




moving  on 
campus  in 
September,
 nearly 
every  major 
media  source 
in the 
United  States 












































"Chelsea  Clinton 
policy," basically











 paper was 




cover  the 
news.  
Muddying  the 
situation




 Jesse Oxfeld 
was  
fired  after 
writing
 a column about
 Clinton. 
Though 
Sleeth  defended 
her
 action by saying 
the dismissal
 was a 
result
 of a "series
 of 
work -related 




 played a major
 factor in the 
firing. 
The  Stanford 








 side of the 
media,
 has instead 
madu  
a debacle of 
itself.
 Though the 
paper should 
refuse
 to cover inane 
events  surrounding 
Clinton,
 it cannot deny the 
news value inher-
ent with the 
daughter of the 
world's most 
powerful leader. 
The Daily staff 




 routine of evaluating
 the 
newsworthiness of stories.
 If a story involv-
ing the famous freshman arises, it 
should be 
judged on an individual basis.
 By making a 
specific policy 
regarding Clinton, however, 
they
 only contribute to the singling
 out of 
Clinton they are trying 
so hard to avoid. 
This guest editorial 
was  written hy the staff 
of the




Opinion page policies 
Readers are encouraged
 to express themselves on the 
Opuuon page with a Letter to the Editor or Cempus 
Viewpoint. 
A Letter to the Editor la a 200-word
 response to an Untie or 
point of view that hae appeared





 is a 
4150 -word away 





Submissions  become the property of the Spartan 
Daily  and 
may be 
edited  for clarity, grammar, libel
 and length 
Submission.
 must contain the author's 
name,  address, 
phone number, 
signature and major. 
Submissions  
may  be put in the Lettere to the 
Editor
 box at the 
Spartan Daily Office
 in Dwight 
Rental
 Hall 
Room  209, sent by fax 
to (406)924-3237 or 
mailed to the Spartan Daily
 Opinion Editor, 
School oftleurnalunn
 and Mad Communication.,




Square,  San Jane, CA 9319'2.0149. 
Editorials are written by, 
and are the consensus of, the 
Spartan Daily
 editor., not the Malt 
Published opinions and 
advertisements  do not necemearily 
reflect the view, of the Spartan 
Daily,  the School of Journalism 
and Mass Communications or SJSU. 
ments,
 but on 
every 
Oct. 9 everything 




 with a 
somber,
 depressed 
mood. Igo home to my 
family and friends, 
not to laugh and 






too  Rm. 
INGRID 




 from this 
experience:  the 
meaning of 
friendship,  the value 
of life 
and a person's





























































within  me. 
Now,  I 
admit
 I am a 
different 
person
 who isn't 



























































back;  I need 
to move
 on. I know















































day long. They hate how 
we, like 
speak, for sure. They 
hate the 
bleached -blond hair 
and 
the roller blades and the 
pierced
 navels and the tofu -
eating 
vegetarians.  
They hate the constant sun-
shine and 
our perma-tanned 





slides -El Nino that all  get cov-
erage 
on their local news, 
instead of more 
important  sto-
ries 
about  the pesky beetles that 
have  con-
verged upon their seven -acre
 cornfields. 
They hate 
Los Angeles because of the 
ram-
paging  gangs and weekly riots. 
They
 hate San 
Francisco
 for talking children around 
the 




in Nevada and Arizona are 
counting the minutes until the 
long-awaited 
California
 collapse into the Pacific Ocean, 
which will turn their hellish desert surround-
ings into luxurious 
beach -front property. 
Our Oregonian neighbors despise us more 
than they do the rain that pelts their log cab-
ins 11 months each year. If you have a 
Golden -State license plate on your car in 
Oregon, don't expect much northern hospital-
ity
 from the flannel -wearing lumberjacks. 
Neighboring states can't stand the 
Californians who have infiltrated
 their state 
in search of a slower -paced, less -expensive 
lifestyle,
 which in return increased 
housing 
costs 
and  diversity. 
They hate diversity. 
I've got news for the other
 49 states: 
Californians don't like you either. The reason 
why we endure the daily traffic jams and sky-
rocketing
 cost of living is so we don't 
have
 to 
deal with the flat 
prairies,  rednecks and bad 
SPARTAN  DAILY  
One
 Washington 
Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0149 
(408) 924-3280
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"Can  I 
get fries with that shake..." 
I Oct. 
31
 the author, Travis 
Peterson, does not agree with men 
working at "Hooters." 
Let me remind you that the three 
guys sued 
the restaurant for discrim-




 your own 
gender for
 ruining the 




























was  to work 














 that I wanted
 to say 
weather that
 the rest of the 
nation is 
forced  to ingest. 
Californians




 different languages 
on everything.
 Por ejemplo, in my 
east side 
neighborhood,  the illu-





 lit up) signs that
 entice 
shoppers to visit 
local stores are 
written primarily in 
Spanish  and 
Vietnamese.  The 
ATMs
 offer more 
language
 choices than
 the Pope's 
resume. 
Who wants to live in a place 
where 
everyone is the same? The 
same color skin. 
The same religious 
beliefs.  
The same
 kind of car with the
 same kind of 
gunrack. 
Californians 
can  experience the 
world  from 
our front porch. In 
Tennessee,  you can experi-
ence your neighbor 
Bud  and his cousin/wife 
Thelma as they prepare 
themselves for a long 
day of catfishing. 
And the 
weather.  You know when 
you go to 
the zoo and you see 
the  cuddly flesh -eating 
Nigerian 
lions  and you 
marvel
 in their 
strength 
and  natural 
beauty,
 well that is how 
I 
feel  about snow. 
It's nice to visit 
occasional-
ly, but I 
wouldn't  want to 
fight
 it everyday just 
to
 get my yuppie -utility





snow  that blankets 
the northern half 
of 
the nation
 is a perfect 
camouflage  for the 
over-
whelmingly predominant
 skin pigment that 
paints the




 or their 
magenta -col-
ored necks would stick 
out like the lead rein-
deer's nose during a Christmas Eve blizzard. 
I think I'll stick to the smog  and the surf-
boards. Hang ten, dude. 
Dustin Shekel' is a Senior Staff Writer for 
the Spartan Daily. 
Acceptance has 




 death. I realize 
I will 
feel her loss 
regardless  of 
what I 
try  to do  
so
 I cope with 
it. 
Today,








to my life. I will 





even if it was 
only
 for a short time. 
I will visit 
her grave and lay 
a yel-
low
 rose to let 
her know our 
friendship  means 
as much as it 
did  four 
years  ago. 
Ingrid 















 may not 
be an endangered 
species or 
an
 animal class on the 
verge  of extinction 
but  young 
skateboarders
 are definitely a 
hunted breed. 
When I was in 
traffic  court last 
month,  I was 
surprised to see 
two young boys who 
were 
extremely out of place 
waiting for their turn 
with the judge. To my 
astonishment these 
kids were cited and 
charged $50 each for 






 know that skate- 
DOUG  BURKHARDT
 
boarding is now a rec-
ognized sport worldwide. The X -games and 
Extreme Sports are two of the many promoters 
who fund street and ramp competitions which 
are broadcast throughout the nation on the 
Sports Channel and ESPN. 
Maybe police officers don't
 understand the 
dedication and commitment it 
takes  to become a 
good rider. 
Skateboarding, like many sports, 
takes balance, agility,
 creativity and a lot of hard 
work. It takes years to be able 
to
 complete the 
tricks  and difficult routines that successful skate-
boarders 
invent. 
These two kids were just crossing a street. 
They  were not in a private parking lot scraping
 
up curbs, walk rails or an unfortunate 
automo-
bile. They were crossing a 
road.  
This made me think what if all athletes were 
treated this way? What if police officers harassed 
people who jog, bicycle or just throw the Frisbee 
around at the park? Why
 do kids, who could be 
doing drugs 
or hanging out in gangs, have to 
dodge the 
law  for doing something constructive 
with their time? 
I am not saying these




lawyers  and scholars,
 but they are our 
future.  Skateboarding 
is
 a lot more productive
 
than some of the
 things kids 
could  be doing. 
In
 many areas 
of California 
this  problem has
 
grown 








is not a 
crime."  The 
goal
 of this 
campaign  is to 
spread 
these  words to 
create a change




































































 it is a 





 is a 
Spartan  










 gpartan Daily 
one
 Washington Square 




wanted to tell Mr. 
Peterson that women 
don't have hooters or 
boobs but 
rather, 
breasts, and that's 







 column is that only 
a male chauvinist would 
say that a 
stereotypical male 
desires: "beer, 
boobs and burgers." 
Do you realize, Mr. 
Peterson, how 
this one sentence
 makes all 
REAL
 
MEN look? It 




think that a 
restaurant  like 
this 
should
 exist, but 
because  it does 
let's respect the people 
of both gen-
ders who work there.
 
In conclusion, I 
just  wanted to tell 
Mr. Peterson that 
women  don't have 
hooters or boobs 
but rather, breasts, 
and  that's not just 
being politically 































 coming to a 
close,
 cold weather
 and tests are
 
sure to 
drive  SJSU students to 
drug abuse.
 
That  drug is caffeine.
 
With drinks like the 
"Grog  
Buster" (containing two shots of 
espresso) and "Rocket 
Fuel"  





























































































Even those students who 
don't have the 
coffee monkey 
permanently  affixed 
to their 
backs will turn to the 
urn  when 
necessary. 
"I don't drink a lot
 of coffee. 
When I 
have nothing to do and 
time to kill I grab a drink," stu-
dent Gerry Panganiban said. 
"But if I have a 
midterm.  I have 
a stovetop
 espresso maker at 
home that
 I use." 
Students
 are not
 the only 
SJSU residents
















many  offices." 







 mixes up 
a piping hot
 double 





 one of 
four caffiene





 people are 
drink-
ing coffee










Caffeine, the main ingredient 
in Vivarin and coffee, is not ben-
efiting 
your







aimed  zit 
pharmacists.
 
According to the manual, caf-
feine can cause 
jitters,  insom-
nia, light 
headedness.  and in 
extreme cases, a constant ring-
ing of the ear. 
In addition, an extreme case 
of prolonged use would involve 
taking three 200 mg Vivarin 
tablets three 
times a day for 
over a week. The sudden stop-
page 
of
 this use could produce 
minor withdrawal symptoms 
such as nausea. 
The
 manual also states that 
a 
person  with 
an abnormal 
heartbeat 










 the use 
of 
Vivarin  and 
coffee  in 
conjunc-
tion with each other because of 
the high doses of caffeine. 
The best substitute for caf-
feine, according to the manual, 
is a good 
night's  sleep. 
Think switching to decaf-
feinated coffee will solve your 
problems? Think again. 
According to the 
Frontier  
Coffees Website, the convention-
al method of decaffeination  uses 
chemical
 solvents
 to remove the 
caffeine.
 
Moistened coffee beans are 
contacted with methylene chlo-
ride or ethyl acetate which 
draws caffeine out of the coffee, 
according to 
Frontier Coffees. 
Through more steaming, sol-


























helping communities hit by 














 AmeriCorps for one 
year, you get. 
* A living allowance
 and health care 
* Skills for
 your future 
* Deferment of 
qualified  student loans 
* Almost 
$5,000
 for education 
* An experience
 you'll never forget
 
Sound interesting.>
 Call ArneriCorps for more
 information. 
1-800-942-2677 (TDD
 1 800 83) 3722) 
Or visit 











Coffees  has 
devel-
oped a new 
process 
which  does 





 out of the
 beans, 
paving 




But  many feel that decaf-












 offer the caffi.me 
kick. 
Wolverton says that there is 
a definite mood difference in the 
groggy 
student
 from before 
their first drink of coffee in the 
morning to the lively student 
after the caffeine. 







is school and tests. 
there will be coffee." 
Will the caffeine craze ever 
die? Jazzland doesn't






























































































 of Santa Clara 
County. 
"We 






"Celebrating  the 
relationships  
between 











having a church 














 love who can 
worship with 
us and be true 
to 
who they are." 
What 






 is family 
She  said many 
families  who 
attend her 
church  have 
a family 
number 
who is gay or 
lesbian.  




























































 for his 
church  is that 
they are com-
pletely 
out of step 
with the 
formal
 law of their 
national  
church.  Instead,
 Mills said, 
his church
 is in -step 
with  the 




the church of my 
childhood 
has a 






















gay man whom 
in 1968 was 
tired of 
dealing  with 
homo-
phobia  The church 
wanted to 





 gays and 
lesbians  could 















 sex loving 
each other 
is a problem,"

























































 steam & 
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Open  up to 
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liohh%-'s  goal 
supple.
 
11 X III, (.ir
 and 















Hot  ,i,111f. 
1111,1,111111e  
111111 
I 'hder a 
ton
 of 




Bob l'hornton  







































It  N. Tyler (TNT 



































 It is 
only 
after  he 



































Lopez  plays 
the part 










Stone  explores the 
McKenna's 
relationship  
with its hints of 
child abuse and 
incest,"U-Turn" 








 is never able to imbue 
bwr story 
with the proper grav-
ity or 












works. For a 






complete.  In the final
 
25 mulutes, the 
movie begin to 
lose its 1110111ent
 um, splutter 
ing to its 
















 hard look 
into  the face 
of 
evil. I 





















substitute  "U -



















answer  "C-Turn" 





DIRECTOR: Oliver Stone 
CAST:












TIME: 125 minutes 
ARTIST WANTED 
The Spartan 
Daily  is looking for illustrators.
 
Artists  
will be given 




stories  in this 









but  creativity 
is
























































Featuring  Live 
Thoroughbred



















Grandstand  Admission 
with 




 17 * Nov. 7 
BayMeadows
 
West of HVVY 101 off HVVY 9/ in San 
Mateo  650-574 RACE 
For Grnup 







































exe-shAil  I 
1
 
there  are no 





















much dazzle the 
11 -













Stone's techniques have 
vastly 
improved  His flash-
backs and tlashforwards 
melt 
with ease into the "real time" 
to form one continuous text 
I hse of detail has 
impros.ed The camera's ('yt. 









































Iii nii'r:t Ia huts 
liobbN
 enters 
Simerir r tin Mot
 
titter 
his  car 
break- down. 1.1(. is frustrated, 
broke and running from the 
mob  As liobb. enters the 
town the characters begin 
to 
Ii 
itk r :11,1111111 him in a neurot-
ic 
The 
chief  tt these  flickering 
wisps -lemoh.r Lopez's char-
acter,


























Evov FRIDAY -SATURDAY A 
12:00  AM  ALL SEA IS







World's  Premier 

















































lists  aviallable st wens 
gyro orp 
Ores avoolablo 













redemption story. She appears 
a scantily clad sprite who 
quickly turns into a siren. 
While her husband and
 Bobby 
may have complicated emo-
tions for her, the camera loves 
her unconditionally. 
Although this is not a 
redemption story, I still found 
myself clinging to my Judeo-
Christian ethics, hoping that 
the griller stuck in the purga-
tory of the west would
 see the 
error of his ways, atone, and be 
redeemed in California  his 
promise land. The film eggs on 
the audience's expectations 
with the appearance of stigma-
ta 00 
















No, there is no hope here, 
perhaps only desire. Bobby is 
by 
the hand of fate just 
as the camera moves him with 
















 what sum. 
Fortuna might
 have been a 
more 
zippropriate
 name for 
this 




 may be all we have 
to get us through the night. 
Jon Voight play.  a blind man 
whose philosophical and 
preachy 
maxims
 are undercut 
by his witty 
jokes.  He can live 
in
 peace in Superior because 
he has embraced
 nothing. 
I loved this film once I 
stopped hoping tiir this amoral 
Hamlet to "act- and find 
redemption in the arms 
of'  
Grace Superior's deranged 
Ophelia.
 With the 
monkey
 of 
ethics off my 
back, I was free 
to 
enjoy the ride and realize 
we 
;ire  all 
just  
food  for 
worms... will actually, food for
 




Botique & Productions 
to 











 Everton Blender 
 Andrew Tooth 
 The Congoe 
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 Lasana Bandele 
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CAU. 
Visit our website 
http:www.theusuolniteclub.com  
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you'll  be wishing 
he had 
stayed













 and history 













-Jacques  Annaud, is based
 on the 
story of real









Harrer  traveled to Tibet 
and befriend-
ed the 

















 add to the 
beauty  onscreen, 
Pitt's 
acting  ability is 
nothing
 short of amaz-
ing. 
The 
story is set in 
Tibet,
 a place con-
cealed from the world, 
situated  near 
the Himalayan 
mountains. This land 
is 
portrayed as heaven on earth;
 in actu-
ality, the picture was
 shot on location 
in South America and 
the Canadian 
Rockies. 
Even if the landscape is not a real 
vision of the Tibet traveled by Harrer, 
its majesty is enough to convince 
movie-goers why  someone would 
choose to spend seven years in Tibet. 
As the movie begins, Harrer is por-
trayed as obnoxious and callous  an 
individual who 
eagerly  places his 
career 
ahead  of his family. But as he 
attempts
 to 
conquer  the Nagna 
Parbat 
peak in the 
Himalayas, he finds him-
self escaping into Tibet
 to avoidimpris-
onment in 
a prisoner of war camp. 
In Tibet, Harrer





stumbled upon an 
entirely different 
culture,
 ene, in the words
 of Harrer, 
"where 
people believe the more diffi-
cult the 
journey,  the greater one's 
purification."  
Harrer
 finds himself in a place 
where time stands still. As he gradual-
ly assimilates into the Tibetan 
lifestyle, he 
befriends
 the Dalai Lama, 
Tibet's spiritual leader. 
Harrer teaches the modern way of 
life to the 
14
-year-old Dalai Lama, 
such as how movies
 work, who Jack the 
Ripper  was and what an elevator is 
used for. 
However, he also finds himself 
embroiled in the Tibetan war against 
the Chinese, ruled by communist dicta-
tor Mao Tse
 Tung. 
As the story progresses
 to reveal the 
drastic 
differences  between the 
Tibetan and modern European 
cul-
tures, 




Overall, Pitt's performance is 
bril-
liant; however, 
his  Austrian accent was 
at times ridiculous.
 Pitt displays a 
hor-
rifying accent, 
which by the end 
of
 the 




 simply grows on you. 
Either way, 
by
 the film's end, I barely 
noticed 
the inconsistency of his accent.
 
Photo Courtesy
 of Tri-Star 
Pictures 
Brad 
Pitt stars as Heinrich Harrer, an Austrian mountain 
climber
 whose odyssey of self-discovery is set against the 
sweep-
ing backdrop of the 
Himalayas  and the spiritual majesty of Tibet






Years in Tibet." 
Kami 
Lyle  croons 
and 
swoons  











should be the belle 
of the ball 








ly unknown to the 
alternative 
music scene, bursts on stage 
with 
this  debut album, blending 
her 
adolescent  voice, reminis-
cent of Frente 
lead
 singer Angie 










follow in the footsteps
 of 
the rash of 
female  alternative 
rock stars
 of late, Jewel, 
Paula  
Cole, Shawn 
Colvin  and Fiona 
Apple, she  makes 
a departure 
from
 their "bitter 
woman  sings 
of love gone
 wrong," tunes, 
adding
 rich lyrics 
of how love 
might have passed
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 separates herself 
from the "bitter broad" pack 
with  a wealth of compositions 
featuring rich chords and deep 
bass sounds, 
as well  as Lyle her-
self playing trumpet 
on
 six of 
the 11 songs. Contemporary 
jazz listeners 









might  align 
Lyle
 with the 
new  
soulful, 
Amy  Grant album. 
The 11 -track album offers lis-
teners 




lads to catchy, vampy tunes 
about crushes
 on rock -n -roll 





Dots,"  the second 
track 
off  the album 








song, written by 
Lyle,  
centers around
 her experiences 
at a 
concert,  where 
she lusts 
after the star 
on stage. She says 
in 
her lyrics that she 
is
 "dream-
ing in black 





what  she sings 
of.  
Yet, the two most 
charming 
songs on the album are by far, 
"Blue Cinderella" and 
"Midnight
 Club." The first fea-
tures a soulful, jazzy guitar and 









  and 
?13'46
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which  might remind some lis-
teners of the "Tori Amos of old," 
with a Latin 
groove
 threaded 
throughout. The second fea-
tures
 a sexy introduction by 
Lyle on the trumpet followed by 
a song full of wistful lyrics and 
beat -for -beat guitar strumming. 
Lyle, who hails from 






ing jazz composition and perfor-
mance. Her perfOrmance
 bug hit 
in sixth grade when she began 
taking 
trumpet  lessons, which 
led to her eventual love
 of clas-
sic bands such as, 
"Tower
 of' 
Power," "Earth, Wind and Fire" 
and "Blood, Sweat and Tears." 
Hugh Padgham, producer of 
Sting','
 "Ten Summoner's 
Tales" 
and 











If you like 
soulful
 songs with 
wistful 
lyrics,
 pick up 
Lyle's  
album and take
 a trip with this 
bluesy 
Cinderella, 
and  have a 
hall. 








































































"People  are 
just




woman  Cathy 
Schutz  said 
Wednesday.  
"It's
 a very new 
approach.  It gives 
the citizens a 
chance to be 








to a pilot program 
giving residents
 radar guns to 
thwart
 the pedal










 traffic watchers 
will hand
 diver the 
scofflaws'  
license plate 
numbers and rate 
of speed 
to
 police, who will 
then 
send 
warning  letters. 
Three
 let-
ters and police 
will stop by for a 
chat.
 
"It's not being 
done
 to intimi-
date.  Usually 
it's





 We're just 
hop-
ing to get 
them
 to slow 
down,"  
Schutz said. 
"It's also part of 
an educa-
tional tool, too. 
People think 
they 
are going 55 and 
the  radar 
gun shows they 
might be doing 
the speed 







simply be another pair of 
eyes, Sgt. 










would  not get involved 
in enforcement




















 The Los 
Angeles Police 
Department's 
West  Traffic Bureau 
inaugurat-
ed a similar




don't have enough offi-
cers to 
patrol
 all the streets and 
there are a 
lot of speeders 
out 
there," said
 Sgt. Roy Langheld. 
head 
of




"We are looking for anything 
we 
can  do to solve the problem." 
Residents 
with
 police -owned 
radar 
guns lie in wait for 
speed-
ers in West Los Angeles and an 
area near 
Los  Angeles 
International Airport. 
"In some 
areas  it works real-




 is. But 
people get burned
 out doing it," 
the sergeant said. 
In the Beverly
 Glen area, a 
neighborhood 
radar  group has a 
life-size
 photograph of now -
retired
 motorcycle Officer Sol 







"It really looks 
like
 an officer 
on a police motorcycle. They 
really slow down when they see 
it," Langheld said. The 
resi-
dents keep an eye on the decoy, 






 radar gun program in 
Thousand  Oaks should be up 
and running





 have a feeling we'll 
have a 
big rush of people wanting to 
sign 
up




percent of the com-
plaints received
 by police in 
Thousand 
Oaks
 deal with traf-
fic and speeding, 
which  speaks 
to the 
city's  standing as one of 
the safest 
communities in the 
U.S., 
Bailey  said. 
Speed humps
 have been used 
on some streets to counter the 
problem, but humps cannot be 
put in all neighborhoods, 
Schutz 
said.  
Resident Marilyn Bell 
is one 
of those who complained to the 
traffic commission about speed-




she's  concerned 




the  radar, as much as it 




lantes," Bell told 
the  Los 
Angeles Times. "If I tell people 
to slow down, I usually get 
flipped off or screamed at. 
"One person even comes by 
and




















 areas for 45 
days,  or 
until a policy on location
 requirements and 
oper-
ating
 procedures is developed,





unanimously  passed an emergency 
ordinance  Tuesday in 
response  to resident 
Salvador 
Garcia's inquiry about 
setting
 up what 
would have
 been the first such dispensary
 in the 
area. 
Garcia 
wants  to operate a dispensary in North 
Fair 
Oaks, an unincorporated
 part of Redwood 
City.
 
The use of medicinal 
marijuana became legal 
with a doctor's permission last year with 
the pas-
sage of Prop. 215, 
Board President Mike Nevin supports the idea 
but would rather see marijuana distributed 
through local drug stores. He intends 
to
 write a 
letter 
to state health officials, urging them to con-
sider the idea. 
"People who need marijuana
 for medical pur-
poses aren't 
second-class
 citizens," said Nevin, a 



































































































will  give 
you  the 





















not  talking 
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out as a 
les-
bian woman
 or gay 


















 do not 
just say
























said  her own 
com-
ing out 









going to be 
when  they find out 
she is a lesbian. 
"I might have a conversation
 
with someone and 
they
 will 
ask me what I 
did over the 
weekend or they 
might  ask me 
if! saw any good
 movies. So do 
I hide the 
pronoun  of the per-
son I saw the movie
 with?" 
Helmbold asked. 
Helmbold, who's also the 
corordinator of the Women's 
Studies Department, has facil-
itated many positive changes 
in the campus community 
through 
her  activism in the 
civil rights movements for  
women gays and lesbians. 
Helmbold began her quest to 
create a Women's Studies 
Department in 1970 when she 
taught 
black  studies at 
Gay
 I.cshi...n Awareness 
Setting







was one of the
 people from 






that were going 
on then. I 





 I felt this 
is something 
a white 








Helmbold began the 
first 
formal class in women studies 
at Meramond College, 
before 
coming to SJSU and teaching 
in 
an
 alternative studies pro-
gram 
called  New College. In 




coordinator at SJSU. 
Helmbold  gave women a 
campus
 voice through 
curricu-
lum that focused
 on women's 
issues and 
achievements.  
"Basically the idea was to 
add women to the SJSU cur-
riculum on every
 different 
level because some 
people 
teach United 
States  history 
without any mention
 of the 
important things women have 
done 
in women studies and we 
have a course called History of 




Selma Burkom, an English
 
and  american studies  professor 
at SJSU, said Helmbold is a 
strong leader who has built up 
the department with excellent 
faculty. 
"She is a person of integrity 
and she is forthright. You 
always know where she is on 
issues because there are no 
veils or 
masks,"  Burkom said. 
Helmbold's
 next 
goal is to 
start
 a 



































































































































was  a 























different  as 




























society in the 
1970s," 
Helmbold
 said. "It is a 
lot easier
 for young 
people  
today
 to come out 
because
 
there is so much 
more informa-
tion 
and  literature in 





dents  who are gay to come out. 
She will be teaching a class 
called  Lesbian Culture and 
History in 




At a dead run, 
it can gauge the 
exact  instant




95 miles an 










symphonies.  liven program a VCR. 
It's your brain. 
Incredibly  malleable. 
Infinitely  versatile. 




 want to 
keep
















 training per year.









 of 40,000 
professional  serving  




Consulting,  we always 
keep
 you in mind. 
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If you have ever been
 frus-
trated






 that you qualify for, relax 
Fastweb
 is here. 
Fastweb is a 
Chicago -based 











tains more than 
275,000  








has  access to a 
com-











"This  service 
has cut 
down a 
lot of the time 
which 
our students






was  impressed with 





entered in the 
six step ques-
tionnaire 
that Fastweb asks 
from everyone,
 it took her less 
than 10 minutes to download 
14 scholarships 
that she could 
potentially get money from. 
The system gives you all the 
paper work needed 
for  a par-
ticular 
scholarship. 
David Downey, a graduate 
student at SJSU reiterated 
Elliot's statement. 
"I was amazed at how it 
easy the process was," Downey 
said. "It took me about 15 to 
20 minutes to find out that I 
qualified for 25 
scholarships."  
SJSU is 
one of many 
schools that works with ast-
web.  Within its two year histo-
ry, Fastweb has managed to 
associate itself
 with more 
than 600 schools throughout 
the 
country.  




there are no strings attached 
to this process. 
"This service is absolutely
 
free to both the schools and 
the student," Harris 
said.  "The 
only way we make our money 
is from the 
advertisements 
which you see while filling out 
your 
profile."  
Students who don't think 
they 
qualify
 for scholarship 
sbecause of their grades, 
should not be discouraged. 
Harris said there are many 
scholarships focusing in on 
everything from hobbies to 
ethnic  background. 
When students do fill out 
their profiles, they are asked if 
it's OK to have their informa-
tion distributed to Fastweb's 
advertisers. Potentially the 
student may be put on a 
list.  
Elliot said the student has 
to spend time filling out the 
forms they download. Many of 
these scholarships also 
request 
a letter and refrences 
to sign the forms. 
"But Fastweb has eliminat-
ed half of the time 
a student 
spends looking for a scholar-
ship that 
they qualify for," 
Elliot said. 
Fastweb continues to 
update their web site daily. It 
adds on 
average  more than 
500 scholarships everyday. 
Students who fill out 
their  
profiles are given 
their own 
code word. 
They can then 
come back to look at the site 
and see if they 
qualify
 for a 
new scholarship. 
Harris  said they receive 
about 3,000 new student 
inqueries per day and more 
than 20,000 people go 
to the 
website per day. The company 
has grown from two employ-
ees last year, to more than 40. 
Harris said Fastweb has hired 
many research people and 
that is the reason why they 
can continuously update the 
number of scholarships avail-
able to students. 
You 
can access Fastweb by 
going












 drugs and 
Birkenstocks have 
gone the way of trendy 
and "The Summer of Love" is here 
again.  
The 30th 
anniversary  of the "Summer of 
Love" is on Sunday at Golden 
Gate Park's 
Beach Chalet 
Meadows  in San Francisco. 
The celebration begins at 10 a.m.
 and ends 
at 6 
p.m.  
"The '60s were a forgotten 
ancient civi-
lization 
that  had a great mission for 
America," said poet Allen 
Cohen.
 "It (the 
celebration) is an opportunity to renew 
peace,
 love and compassion." 
Cohen is planning to read
 poems that he 
wrote about people who have died such as 
beatnik poet Allen 
Gingsberg and Grateful 
Dead patriarch Leader Jerry Garcia. 
Back in the '60s, Cohen started one of the 
first psychedelic 
alternative
 newspapers of 
the time. They used full color pages and the 
articles 
were
 focused on the planets future. 
He said they 
were  in -tune with nature 
and less with the "machine," they 
were dri-
ven for 
equality  and love. 
"It lasted 16 months
 because Haight 
Ashbury reached its height and started 
being attacked 
by




 hard to keep a focused, positive 
and forward -looking view
 amid chaos and 
attack,"  he said. 
Besides Cohen, 13 
other poets and 
"It was 
hard




 view amid 
chaos and attack." 
 Allen Cohen, 
Poet
 
speakers are scheduled 
to
 appear through-
out the celebration such as Mayor Willie 
Brown, '608 poster boy 
Wavy
 Gravy, United 
Farm Workers Association co-founder 
Delores Huerta and many others. 
Poet Michael McClure will be performing
 
his poetry accompanied by Ray Manzarek, 
who was the keyboardist for The Doors. He 
said he will read some environmental and 
political pieces that he has written. 
"I was 
in the first summer of love," 
McClure said, referring to 1967. "But I was 
told this year's event is not a nostalgia 
event. It's with young people." 
McClure said at the original "Summer
 of 
Love" festival he lived over Golden Gate 
Park. He and other performers, such as 
Gingsberg, looked down at the crowd from 
his windo while getting ready to perform. 
Participants are encouraged to bring
 
canned and non-perishable food to the 
entrance
 of the celebration where San 
Francisco Food Bank 
volunteers  will collect 
them. At the
 20th 
anniversary,  the 
food  
drive 
amassed  20 tons 




 and Paul 



















 as Jefferson 
Starship,  
Ken Kesey 
and  the Merry 
Pranksters,  The 
Dead Kennedy's 
Jello Biafra and Country 
Joe McDonald. 
McDonald 
will be singing 
songs like "I 
Feel Like I'm 
Fixing
 To Die," "Save
 the 
Wales" and







 Lin's Traveling Vietnam
 Memorial 
Wall  will be 
displayed




of McDonald. It 
is a 50 percent
 
replica of 
the wall in Washington
 D.C. and 
will
 be at the north 






McDonald said the 
wall is being towed 
out
 here from Waukeegan,
 Illinois. At sun 
up, around 
7 a.m., he will lead the 
reading  
of the 2,687 names 
on the wall of the U.S. 
Armed  Forces casualties who 
died during 
the Vietnam
 War. He said it will take 
up to 
two-and -a -half hours
 to read them all. 
"These kind
 of public 
gatherings  we've 
had since the '60s 
and  are similar to what 
churches  used to perform.
 It's a spiritual 
celebration
 and bonding," McDonald 
said. 
"There are going to be 
several generations 
together and 
music. It is fun to have 
music 
in the park for free 
and  it's important to 







Area  program 
puts kids 
at
 risk of 
trouble 
making on the 
'straight 
and  narrow' 
SAN FRANCISCO IAP)  
Providing intensive 
supervision 
of the city's juvenile
 delinquents 
has 
significantly  reduced the 
likelihood that they 
will  commit 
new crimes, 
according  to a 
study released 
Wednesday. 
The study,  released by a 
University of 
Nevada at Las 
Vegas criminologist, 
monitored 
the progress of 271 teen-agers
 
who participated in the 
If I hadn't hit 
"snooze."  
If I hadn't brushed my teeth. 
If I hadn't gone back for my book. 
If
 I hadn't stopped on the yellow. 







here's only one way to get a parking 
space on campus. Luck. Even the 
most minor 








 There is, 
however,
 an easy, no 
hassle 





VTA Takes You 
Right  to Campus. 
With  your Traiisit 










Place  your 










































To learn more, stop by ALTRANS at the 
Student Union Business Office, week-
days 8:30 a. m. to 4:30 p.m. Or call 
024 -RIDE. For route info, call %TA at 
321-2300  or visit our 









Part (// fiery trip you take - 
Detention
 Diversion Advocacy 
Project 
from  June 1993 to 





into high -risk 





who did not par-
ticipate
 and instead served 
time  




 percent of the teens 
in the 




 60 percent who
 
were  in juvenile 
hall.  In the 
lower -risk category,
 13 percent 
committed 
new crimes com-




we're serious about 
reduc-
ing
 youth crime, we need to 
move sentencing programs out 
of the jailhouse and
 into the 
community," said Randall 
Shelden, the UNLV 
professor 




kids who conventional wisdom 
suggests pose a threat to public 




 increase their 
chances of re -offending, DDAP 
gets many 
of these kids on the 






supervision than is 
common in traditional
 proba-
tion. The participants are sub-





 phone calls or vis-
its. 
Shelden 
attributed  some of 
the program's




responsible  for only
 10 teens. 
Probation 
officers,
 he noted, 
have a 
caseload of 50 to 150 par-
ticipants.
 
He also praised the 
pro-
gram's 
nontraditional  style and 
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Broadbase Information Systems 
BT Office Products 
International 
Cintas 










Finance!  Group/DFC 
Franchise  Tax Board 
 i I . 
Future Electronics Corp 
Grubb & Ellis
 
GTE Corp Electronic Systems Div 
Hadco Corp 
HAL
 Computer Systems. Inc 
Hitachi
 Micro 
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Logicon. Geocfynamics. Inc  
Mass Mutual 
Mervyn s California 
Naval  Aviation Depot. North Island 




 Mutual Life 
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Electric  Co 










Raytheon  TI Syst 
Ado
 C31 Syst 
Silicon
 Graphics Inc 







Sun  Microsystems. Inc 
Sunrise
 Telecom Inc 
Sweet Tomatoes 
Synopsys. Inc 
Target  Stores 
The 
Wine  Group 
Tycom
 Corp 
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talent.  Bring 
your assets




 the way 



























































































 has been one















service,  and 
investing
 in the 
professional
 development 
of our people. 
We integrate 
voice,  data, and 
video traffic 






to serve WAN 
heartbeat 














 search for the ideal
 career begins while 
you're still in college. 














See us on the San Jose State campus: 
On -Campus Career Fair, 
Wednesday,  October 8, 1997. 
Contact your
 Career Placement Center for 
more information. 
II you are unable to attend, send your resume, 






Relations,  800 Saginaw Drive, Redwood City, 
94063.





N.1- L. is All Nual opportunity employer.




















connection  to the 
world
 of work" 
010. 2325
 Orchard Parkway 














LIKE  TO PLAY WITH 
BIGGER  TOYS? 
We have the technology the 
resources,  and the experience. For over 25 
years





 and support 
to some




 we are 




 (Mainframe) that include up to 8 
tightly
 coupled CPUs, 8 G-bytes of RAM, 2561/0
 channels and mul-
tiple networks based on 
the latest CMOS technology. Our 
machines are wed in airline 
ticketing,  multiple bank ATMs, 
insurance 
databases,  and by 
Fortune  200 
companies.  
Were 
looking fir top CS/CE/EE Engineers
 eager to join us in pushing the edge
 on large-scale system and software 
design.  
Amdahl is 
recruiting  Fall 97 and Spring 







VERIFICATION  ENGINEER (PROTOTYPE SYSTEM DEBUG) 




 SYSTEM SIMULATOR DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
 
OPERATING
 SYSTEM DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT 
SYSTEM DIAGNOSTICS DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT 
CONSOLE NETWORK INTERFACE DESIGN & 
DEVELOPMENT  
MICROCODE AND FIRMWARE DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT 
Why Amdahl? 
Come sign a Non -Disclosure letter and find out! 
Please visit us at the
 JOB FAIR on OCTOBER 9, 1997. Chat with us and grab 
a slice of pizza at our INFORMATION 
SESSION on OCTOBER 13, 1997, 
and  INTERVIEW with us on OCTOBER 14, 
1997.
 If unable to attend, Fax 
your resume to: (408) 746-7114, Attn: 
Dept.  1971004. Amdahl offers excellent 
compensation
 and benefits and is 
proud  to be an equal opportunity 
employer  through affirmative action. 
Current openings are posted on the "Employment Opportunities" 































Your link to employers hiring SJSU student;)  
  A 


































































and  are 
thirsty











 a job 
won't 










































you  the 
chance
 to work in 
a 
variety of projects
-with clients in 
a 














Every  hour of 
every  
business
 day, we 
implement  a 
solution 
to help one of our 
more  




What makes that possible 
is 
the quality of 
our  people. And the 
quality










see training as a 
continuing 
process.







Charles,  Illinois, is just 
one 




 train you for a career -
not lust a job. 
Are you
 the person we're 
talking about? The kind of 
person  with an unquenchable 
desire for challenge and 
professional growth? 
If so, 
come  talk to us. And find 
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San Jose State University 
Tour connection




































 to employers hiring 
SJSU 
student;  
A NEW way to 













10:00 AM - 3:00 PM 
Barrett









communications  and 
personal 
computer  industries 
change our lives,
 IDI is drivin? 
the semiconductor 
technologies  
that make it 
happen.
 Our practical 
approach to 
innovative  technology 
has made us a stratefic 
partner with 
the  world's leadin 
communications  and 
personal computer
 companies. We produce 6c, -bit Riff 
processors, 
innovative  i-transistor fusion Memories, 
hieh-speed
 loic, multiport SRAM' and 
flf0s,
 as well as ATM 
networkin? products. Our recent 
introduction
 of a low-(ost, 
low -power noMN: Pentium -class 
processor
 is helpine brine 
powerful desktop 
computine  to everyone. 
We've  married our advanced desipn and 
process technologies in Texas and 
California
 with our 
own 8 -inch wafer fabs in California
 and Oregon and our assembly 
and test facilities in Malaysia 
and the Philippines.
 This puts us in the enviable 
position
 of controllin our product 
technology  
throuph every 
step of the process. 
Come
 put your technology prowess to 
work in an environment that produces
 results! IDT is  
lookin for 
professionals who want to create practical 
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Far Left: Natasha Helsel, 
dressed as 





with  his croquet shot 
during the "take
 a trip through 
wonderland" Carnival. Boyd 
came to the 
carnival
 with with 
other children from the 
Francis 
Gulland child care center.
 
Left: Student Claudia 
Cismondi tosses a horseshoe 
during the mid -day 
carnival
 in 
an attempt to win prizes. The 
Recreation and Leisure Studies 
Program will 
have  a "Happy 
Days" carnival today from12:30 




















VS.  COLORADO STAT1
 
Al' 3:30 PM 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 11TH 
also
 






 94.9 free prizes 
at Student Tailgate East Field(10th St. & Alma St.) 
*3:15 ANGELINA sings 




5000 FREE Student Tickets 


















Left: Kyle Boyd tries his hand 
at horseshoes while Ken Reed, as 
the Mad Hatter, looks on during 
the "Take a trip through 
Wonderland"
 carnival at the 
Seventh Street Plaza. The carni-
val was  put on by students as a 
class assignment
 for their 
Recreation  and 
Leisure  Studies 
course. 
ITT 









HOSPITALS  - ROCHESTER, MN 
Here 
1%









Summer III is a paid supervised hospital work 
experienc  e at 
Saint
 
Mars s fiospital and Rochester Methodist Hospital,  both 
part ot Maso Medical ( enter in Rochester, Minnesota. 
You are eligible tor Summer Ill 
after  your
 iumor year 
of a tour 
year bac alaureate nursing program.
 It includes direc t patient 
( experience in the inpatient
 or ambulatory care setting 
Mayo
 Nursing was re( 
entiv  
awarded Magnet Hospital 
Re( (ignition Status for Ftcellence in Nursing Service by 
the 




 Des ember 1, 1997. 
I or more information «mtacI. 
ma 
o 
Mayo Medical Center 
matting
 ( enter  Stemmer
 lit Program 
)zmun Fact I sitloor  2(X) First Street SW 
Roc 
hester.
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anything,"  said 
Crabbe's 
widow,  Deanna. "We 
believed 
what
 we wanted 
to believe, 
and we wanted 
to believe that 
Doug






Donald  L. 








































any of the 
deaths, 
























 releases a 
gelati. 
nous
 sap that 
is commonly
 






































































them.  I 
suspect





















































"It  was a 










































day after a 


















fered  from 




were  already 
looking niter 
the death in May
 
of an 






















ly after aloe 
Vera
 treatment 
for prostate and 














 case as part of a 
review
















classes  at 
different
 t inies." 
Sharp  Sald. "I 
W0111(1 think 






 night and 
others  
during the (lay." 

































He also /tient 10Iled





spaces at the park 





dents can park and










 the time to wait for 
the shuttle. 
"I 
don't  want to wait 15 Min-
utes for the shrift le," said Ryan 
WI:OW(11, ;I nutrition and fnod 
nukior 
Continued from page 3 
student, 
and  staff members 
were pleased to hear a discus-
sion about open-minded 
churches t ;eking place. 
"I was thrilled to see this 
many churches liberating
 in a 
discussion 
about  being open 
and 


















"I think it's a 
great step 
because people need to Set' that. 
they are 
accepting  people in 
their congregation that don't 
believe in stereotypes," Evertz 
said. "That 
is the only way 
things will change." 
Beckman 
said
 it's exciting to 
see these churches lead the way 
in creating a new 
way that is 
very liberating. 
"Gays 
and lesbians are 




























































































































 from page 1 
process
 
we would have never gotten 
some-
one this
 good. He comes 
from
 a system 
almost 
exactly  like 
the
 CSU." 
Concerns that the 
process  excluded prop-
er
 representation of 
faculty  and students 
were
 raised beginning 
in
 July, when the 
current CSU 
chancellor,  Barry Munitz,
 
announced
 he would be stepping 
down  from 
the 




Peter,  chair 
of
 the San 
Jose  
















simply  isn't 







Peter said. "Not 
only were the 
faculty  rela-
tively 
excluded  from 
the  search 
process,  but 
the students 
of
 the CSU were 
underrepre-
sented
 as well." 
Peter 












 on thee search 
committee. The 
search 
process  was conducted 




Goldstein  serving 
as the 
representative




 serving as 
the represen-
tative





 members of the
 board of 
trustees




 Jim Considine. Yet,
 fac-
ulty
 memlwrs were worried 
about  the fact 
that faculty representation
 on the commit-
tee decreased
 by two 
members
 from the 
number
 that held seats during
 the search 
for Munitz. 
"I understand
 their the committee mem-
bers. concerns 
Regarding
 preservation of 
absolute 
confidentiality,  but keeping the 
faculty





of Reed by the faculty, which 
isn't a .;.oeed situation," Peter said. 
"He may be a good 
man,  but because the 
faculty know so little about him
 they don't 
know 












 but a strong 
acad-
emic background as 
well."
 
 Kenneth Peter 
chair of Academic Senate 
indicated 
that  most faculty 
concerns  sur-
rounded the lack







someone  leading this system 
who has not only some political
 savvy, but a 
strong academic
 background as well," Peter
 
said. "We need a new 




 in response to faculty 
concerns about Reed's 
qualifications,  that 
the faculty should be 
proud to have Reed as 
their
 chancellor. 
"He has all the
 abilities needed to run 
this system," Fallgatter said. "He knows
 
how to work in an academic
 setting, he has 
experience 
establishing  partnerships with 
the private sector and, most importantly, he 
has passion for 
the mission of the CSU sys-
tem." 
Duties of the 
CSU chancellor include: 
serving as chief executive officer of the sys-
tem; recommending, implementing and 
administering policies of the board of 
trustees; working with faculty and admin-
istration 
to ensure instructional excellence 
and communicating the 
mission  of the uni-
versity to the public and 
government.  
Both Mitchell and Fallgatter said Reed 
was chosen because of his wealth of experi-
Peace 
Center: 
Continued  from page 1 
a gift given to 
lis and no Orll' lcuas 
the right to take it away," 
\'aielyil said. "We would like 
everyone to share our view. 
Unfortunately
 we are a minori-
ty at this time but we still 
believe
 it is wrong even if 
there  
is no doubt about the. guilt." 
According to Vaidya the 
majority Id the United States 
supports the death penalty in 
spite of the spotlight the coali-
tion has beamed on the alterna-
tives. 
"The death penalty is 
cou
 tit er- prod uct i ye," 
Vaidy  a 
said "It doesn't 
steep  crime and 




sentenced to death 
the
 
-talc' is required to provide 
a lay, yer 
It
 is also more expen-
sive  to 
go
 through an 
entire 
'death sentence) trial then it is 




According to NIcCaffrey 
and 
'aielya 





 special training and 
experience  The cost alone gives 
the 
defendant







can keep your love alive 
a five  year member of Amnesty 
International. "Most are poor 
people who 
can't afford a 
lawyer who is specialized in 
death penalty cases and court 
appointed attorneys are not 
qualified and underpaid." 
"Another aspect
 of the homi-
cide. 
situation  are the victims," 
said Mc( 'affrey, who feels these
 
casualties will not find 
closure 
through the death penalty. "The 
victim's family goes through 




 or financial 
support. Our objective is giving 
aid,
 comfort and support to the 
family members of victims 
and  







 directed at 
death row inmate 
Mumbia  Abu-
Jamal. Abu-Jamal is a revolu-
tionary  journalist who
 was con-
victed of 
killing  a Philadelphia 
police officer in 1981. 
Abu-
eliimal maintains his innocence. 
If there are 
any questions 
the coalition 
may  be reached at 
927-2299. Their 
headquarters  
is the San 





















With the best notetaker




every  subject 
clearly  
and 
accuratley.  To find













 Or visit 
www 
Olympus














































































































































































































































 for six 
years, 
as
 well as 
an 
admin-























































who  held 
the
 job of CSU
 chan-
cellor since
 1991, is 
leaving his 
job  to head 
the
 private J. 
Paul
 Getty Trust 
beginning in 
January.  The 
trust
 boasts a 
$4.3 billion 
budget 




Malibu,  five 
institutes
 and a grant
 pro-
gram. Munitz 
and  Reed will 
share  the 
chancellor
 duties until March 1, 
1998, when 
Reed will take





Continued from page 1 
In explaining 
the  protest 
gesture to sports announcer 
Howard Cossell, Smith said, 
"My raised right hand stood 
fir the power in black 
America. 
Carlos'  raised left 
hand stood for the unity of 
black 
America.  Together, they 
formed an arch of unity and 
power."  
A third part of the exhibit, 
titled "The Early Years," can 
also be found inside 
Washington 
Square  hall. 
This part of the 
display 
places emphasis on the racial 
discrimination 
endured by the 






 to a 
quote on 
display  from Bob 
Poynter, a black track 
athlete
 
in 1959, "I remember little old 
ladies crossing the street so 
they wouldn't have to pass our 
house when 
they
 saw us out 
front."
 
Although many of these 
athletes faced racism 
through-
out their 
college  careers, they 
did find some support on their 
side.  
"I was friends with a lot of 
the guys," said cross country 
coach Augie Argabright. 
"I
 was 
a big fan during 
the glory 
years of San Jose Sate." 
The Spartan track and field 
team was discontinued in 
1988, although there are still 
those today who would like to 
see the program 
return.
 
"I just think it's a shame 
that our team used to be a 
powerhouse, and now it's 
gone," said Jose. "I wish we 
had a track 
and field team 
today." 
However,
 with the "Speed 
City" exhibit 
now  on display, 
Hill 
is in hope 
that
 more 
emphasis  will 
now  be placed 
on the
 sports history 
which 
has 
contributed  to the
 make-
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By Scott Shuey 
Staff Writer 
Highlights  have been rare for 
the San Jose State University 
football team this
 season, but 
one bright spot for the team has 
been its offensive 
line.  
Last season 
the line gave up 
an average of four sacks a game, 
but this season it is averaging 
just over three. The two men 
who anchor each side of the line, 
left tackle David Loverne and 
right tackle Tom James, have 
done even better than that. 
Each lineman has given up only 
one sack in the last four games. 
"You're not going to find two
 
better people," said SJSU offen-
sive line coach Bob Bostad. 
"They 
go out there, do what 
they're told and don't ask ques-
tions. They're going to set the 
stage for the future." 
Both  linemen are in their 
third year of collegiate football, 
but Loverne is playing tackle 
for the first time in three years. 
Loverne was moved from 
tackle, the position he played in 
high school, to guard, where he 
played at the University of 
Idaho. When he transferred in 
to SJSU 
after  a year 
at
 Idaho, 
the  coaches kept 
him at guard 
until the start
 of this season. 
"He's






Bostad  said. "He's a 
really good 
football 
player  who is) 
commit-
ted to improving.
 He leads by 
example. Physically 
he's  got 
some 






 lineman has been 
taking
 the team's recent
 losses 
well, 
but Bostad said their
 reac-
tion just 
shows  their character. 
"They get 
down on them-
selves, but they 
don't  point fin-
gers," he said. 
"It's a little bit frustrating," 
Loverne  
said. "We're so close to 
turning it around,
 but there are 




Loverne said the coaching staff 
doesn't like. 




 he said. Both tackles 
attribute the 
decrease  in sacks 
to Bostad. 
"He's a great o -line 
coach," 




tor. He's there 







SJSU  outside hitter 
Nicole  Hintz digs a 
kill
 attempt as team-
mate
 Amy Doyle and 
Santa Clara 
middle  blocker 
Jaime
 Jochums 











The SJSU volleyball 
team 
traveled to 






 prints on 
their  
jerseys. 
The  host 
Santa  Clara 
Broncos 
needed






 the Lady 
Spartans 
15-9, 







































14-9 before the 
Broncos

















early  leads and 
never  letting 
the Spartans


























 now stands 
at 0-4. The 
Spartans
 will be 
living
 out of 
suitcases for 
the  next nine 
days, 
with  road 
matches  at 
Rice, Tulsa, Saint 
Mary's, and 
Fresno 
State.  Their next 
home  
match 
is at 7:30 p.m. 
Oct.  18, 
when Colorado

















































and  Expenses 
Paid. Bonus for Chinese and 
Japanese Donors. 
Please




 to teach tech-








 alone is the reason I 
came to San 
Jose State," James 
said.
 "He knows 
how  to teach 
the techniques
 and how to use
 
them. He works 
hard and 
expects  the best." 




"This is the most 
solid  offen-
sive line




 he said. 
Even though
 both players 
have a year left 
with
 the 





 plans to go on and try 
out for the pros 
while NFL 
scouts have been 
showing  up to 
watch




"I've got to 
get  stronger phys-
ically," 







 the scouts 
want to see." 
Even though James
 sees the 
pros  in his 
future,  he isn't 
focus-
ing on 
getting  there. 
"I can't 
think  of the pros yet," 
he said. "I've
 got to stay 
focused 
Scott Lechner/
 Spartan Daily 
SJSU  offensive 
tackles
 Tom James, 
left,  and David 
Loverne
 have helped 
anchor  the Spartans' 
offen-
sive 
line, which had only
 allowed two sacks
 per game until 




 State. Loverne 
and James have 
only allowed one 
sack apiece this 
season. 
on this season." 
If that
 doesn't 
work  out, 



















 I like 
the South, 
but the plan is 
to 
give California 
a few more 
years." 
Loverne's
 plans for 
the future 
may keep him 


























 has been 
snapped
 
out of its hiatus





 including SJSU's first
 
division matches. 
The Spartans (5-4-1) defeat-
ed UC Santa 
Barbara 3-1 
Wednesday  in another non -con-
ference game. SJSU forward 
Julie Brum scored two 
goals  to 




 the Spartans' second 
straight victory 
and it marks 




home,  the 
Spartans  will head to Fresno 
State 
from Santa Barbara to 
play their
 first Western Athletic 
Conference
 divisional match of 
the season Friday 
night. In its 
last
 game, SJSU cruised
 to a 6-
1 win over the University
 of 
Wyoming on Sept. 26. 
"We are peaking at the right 
time,"  said SJSU coach 
Philippe 
Blin. "This is a great team. They 
are hard 
working
 and have ded-
ication to the sport 
of
 soccer." 
Fresno State (7-5-0) has 
played a non
-conference  sched-
ule that wasn't as grueling as 
SJSU's. Going 
into Friday's 
game,  the Bulldogs 
have  won 




 four games 
below .500  University 
of 
Portland and 
Cal  State 
Fullerton. 
Fresno State 
has won two out 
of three matches against SJSU 
in the past two 
years.  The 
Spartans' lone 
win  came last 







have a few 
more fans 
than  their 
average













 have a 
large 
crowd and 
a bunch of 
hecklers,"  




 "You kind 
of have to 




 only be 




more  than four 









 per game . 





allowed  Blin 
to work on 
more 
specific
 parts of 
his  team's 
game and 










 is playing 
real
 
well in practice," 













 trips of 
the season
 and comes at 
a bad 
time for many
 of the players. 
"We've had to 
take
 midterms 
a few days 
early and hand in 
assignments  a few 





we are all 
stressing
 out, but 
it won't




























"She was a 
key player in the 
midfield," 
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about  the new legal 
Reseal(  It lie Writing 
Corfu
 tiliim 
and the expanded 
selection  of electives 
LINCOLN
 LAW SCI1001. OE SAN 
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the midfield in 




















































 on who 
he 
will put














  it 
has 
not 
been able to 










to sweep  
their 
other  four 
games that
 ve tire 
either 






















with  a win 
or a tie 
The 














"My brother has a contrac-
tors license," 
he
 said. "I'll proba-
bly start a construction compa-
ny 
with  his brother when he's 
done with football. The 
pros 
would be nice,
 but that's a by-






ATLANTA APi  First 
the Atlanta Braves got mad. 
Then they got even. 
Tom Glavine pitched 
shutout ball into the eighth 
inning, Chipper
 Jones and 
Ryan Klesko homered and 




outplaying  the 
upstart 
Florida  Marlins in 
all phases. winning 7-1 
Wednesday to tie the NL 
championship series at one 
game apiece.
 
Angry at their own 
sloppy
 
showing in the opener, the 
Braves
 bounced 
back  in 
sharp fashion, 
looking  every 
bit like the team that's been 







time in their young 
postseason history. They 
looked
 had
 from the begin-
ning, 
too -- Gold Glove
 
catcher Charles Johnson 
made his first error 
of the 
seas 
ii On Kenny Locton's 
leadoff hunt, 
and Alex 
Fernandez lasted just 2 2-3 











er from such a lousy loss.
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 at the 
economic 
impact if 






Health  care 
costs  would 





 for the 




















under  18, teen-agers 
can still 
get 
them  easily, and 
they smoke 
just as much,
 if not more. 
Both works 
challenge  simple 
assumptions





published  in 
Thursday's  







take up cigarettes each
 day in the 
United States.  Making
 cigarettes 
harder to buy is the 
cornerstone  of 
a new effort by 
the Food and Drug 
Administration
 to keep them out 
of the hands of teen-agers.
 
The FDA rules,
 which went 
into effect 
last February, require 
stores to get photo identification 
fi-oin anyone who looks younger 
than 27. A federal goal
 is to have 
at least 
80 percent of stores
 obey 
the laws. 
Nevertheless, such rules - 
which already existed in many 
communities  have received lit-
tle testing to make sure they 
work. So a team led by Dr. Nancy 
A. Rigotti of 
Massachusetts 





to cigarettes in six 
Massachusetts
 































Now is the right 
time  to get an Apple Power Macintosh or PowerBook. 
Because in addition to getting 
the  computer that lets you do more than 
you can imagine, you can save big time. For a limited time, students
 are 
eligible for special cash rebates. 
*This is a limited time rebate coupon  
offer. See your Apple campus 

























sales  laws were 
beginning to get strict enforce-
ment, and three where the 
laws 
were not enforced, even though 
underage  sales were still illegal. 
"It looks like keeping teen-
agers from buying cigarettes will 
be more difficult than was first 
expected," Rigotti 
said.  "Even 
when  80 percent of merchants 
obeyed the law, 
young  people said 
they had little 
trouble buying." 
The study was conducted
 from 
1994 to 1996. In the enforcement 
towns,  stores were barred 
from 
selling to youngsters under 
18. 
But they
 did not have to ask for 
an 
ID from everyone 




ance by sending 
16 -year -old girls 
into stores to buy cigarettes. The 
girls could not lie about their age 
or show fake IDs.
 
By the study's end, 18 percent 
of the stores in the towns with 
enforcement were 
still selling cig-
arettes to the decoys, compared 
with 55 percent in the other 
towns. 
However, a survey of 17,603 
high school students 
found  that 
enforcement  did nothing to con-
trol teen-age smoking. Both before 
and after enforcement, 15 percent 
of students said they had bought 
cigarettes within the past month. 
After enforcement, the number of 
daily smokers 

































































































































 found it 
may 
not cost more
 in the end,
 because 
smokers  die so 
much
 younger. 












age,  health 
care  costs 
for
 smokers are
 indeed as 
much  as 
40 percent
 higher than 
for non-
smokers. 
And  if everyone 
quit,  
health care costs
 would plummet 




nonsmokers  live an 







 costs for the elderly are 
high. So 15 years 
after everyone 
quit, total health care costs would 
level off at about 7 percent higher 
for men and 4 percent higher for 
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 October to. 15797. No payment of IntentSt will be required tor 
on
 days interest accr.ne during the
 yo
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May











 02%. A 
Monthly  payment of S44.72 Mr the Power Macintosh 
6500/250  system
 Man
 aratintato based on. total loan 
amount  of Bx.ss) tic which includes a Sample purchase 





 the Prime 
Rate..
 reported on the 5th
 business
 day 
of the month in flth Wall Street lOutnel pith) It Spread 
of )996 The Apple Computer loan has an a year loan
 term with no prepayment penalty and Is Sulheirt to 
credit app,orrai Monthly payments may vary depending
 on actual 
computer system 
genet. 


















Apple  logo. Man. 
MKIntOtto,  
Powerilook, Power Macintosh and StOeWriter are registered






are  trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc. Apple mall in rebate offer
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OUpplin
 last




See participating 'melte, for further rules and details All 
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The SPARTAN DAILY 
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no
 clam tor producb or 
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EMPLOYMENT   
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(408) 5784197 




 Safety Corp. seeks 
serious people 
to train into upper 
level mgmt
 career opportunity. Not 
multi-level marketing, FT/PT/E0E. 
CHILDCARE, 
P/T,  Sundays & 
Weekdays,




Glen United Methodist 
Church.
 
Fax resume and 
















































































 to individuals 
with developmental 
disabilities  
in the San 
Jose
 area. Must be 
a high
 school graduate 
with  
1. 
yrs.  related 
experience.  
$8.50$10.00/hr.  DOE. 
FT & PT 
available.
 
Call  Anaite Letona at 
408/735-7890  or 
mail resume 
to: COP 505 West
 Olive Ave. 













Personality a plus. 
363-4182.  




mail, light typing, 
phone calls for 
music events. 






 INTERNET CO. seeks 
self
 
motivated indiv. to sell web host-
ing/design  services in local area. 
Prof. appearance and Internet 
knowledge
 a must. 
Excellent  











NEEDED  P/T. 
M-Th. 1-6, for high tech start-up 
firm in Fremont. Temp position 
thru semester 
with possible 




 a must. 
Experience 










 flexible hours. 
Need













  Fri. after
 4prn. 
4700 Almaden















































































ed, enjoy fast paced 
environment
 






















bell. 10-20 hours 
weekly.
 Friday 






















Rule  /117: 
Be loud.



















































P/T DELNERY PERSON for small 
furniture
 store, Must be available 
Sat & Sun. Some 
heavy  lifting. 
Valid  CDL and 
good
 DMV. 
Knowledge of South Bay helpful 
but not required. Approx. 25 
hrs/wk, F/T during 
sem.  breaks. 
Contact Tracy at 
294-7353
 or 
fax resume to 2944070. 
RECEPTIONIST- or parme 
opportunities available. 1 year 
minimum experience answering 





 of Word & 
Excel are helpful. Fax resumes to 
408/6531855, attn:




Earn while you Learn Program. 
Have all your expenses paid. 
while you go to school. 
Pay your tuition with CASH. 
Graduate 
with 6-figure income. 
Call
 recording (408) 271-6993. 
SPEEDSTERS CAFE 




 Mon. -Fri. 
Energetic  & 
Friendly. Apply at 86 South First tlet 
San 
Fernando. 








detail,  computer literate. Great 
opportunity for entry 
level individual 
looking for long term opportunity. 
Pease fax reszne to 403/6531855 










22W. Saint John St. San Jose. 
PHONE INTERVIEWER, Long term. 
$8.75/hr.




 calls using a script, 
pleasant phone voice.
 Will train. 
Pease  fax resume to 40E1/6531E155 
Attn: Maureen or call 6531515. 
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS 
is hiring FT & PT teachers and 
aides
 for their school age day 
care programs in the San Jose 








children! Units in Psych. Soc. 
ECE,
 Rec or ED 
required.  Call 
408-379-3200 ext 21. 
DAYCARE TEACHERS. 8-8 
school 
seeks responsible individuals 
for 
extended daycare. P/T in the 
afternoon. 






 Please contact 
Cathy at 
2441968  x16. 
SECURITY 
Full and Part Time Positions 
Graves, Swings and Weekends 







PAGING IL CELLULAR 
seeks 
full/part  time sales
 
person, data entry, customer 
service




Fax resume 408-441-9988. 









South Bay locations. 
Flexible.
 Pay starts 59 & up. 




drop-in childcare centers for 2-12 
year olds. 















 260.7929.  
SCHOLASTIC RECRUITS 
Enjoy your






 999-GRAD (4723) 
DIRECTORS,
 TEACHERS 8 AIDES
 
Thinking about a 
career working 
with elementary age 
children?  The 
YMCA of Santa
 Clara Valley is 
now hiring for school -age child 
care centers in San
 Jose. Cupertino. 
Santa
 Clara, Los Gatos & 
Milpitas. 
Full &part-time positions 
available, 





 great experience 

















 and/a Physical Education. 
Please 
call
 Mary Hoshiko at 
408-
291-8894 for




for Hotel & Rest. 
Flexible
 schedules to ft yoix needs. 
Salary  pus tips. 288-6159. 
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
 
Elem. school -age 
recreation
 
program, P/T from 2-6pm,
 M - F 
during 
the school 







camp. Xint salary. no 
ECE req. 
Los Gatos -Saratoga 
Recreation. Call Jaret at 354-8700 
x223. 




 & camp leaders). 
BARTENDER 
TRAINEES NEEDED 
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips. 
Students needed











 - ACUFACTS, INC. 
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY  
Great for Students. 
F/T or P/T. All shifts. 
Top Pay with Many 
Benefits! 









Ste"  Cats ad Partimoor. 
beheld ite 
Cat aid Piety Store, Si. 











team as Bussers. Sales Clerks, 
Supervisors,  and Assistant Man-
agers 85-512 hourly,  no 
experi-
ence necessary. 18 locations 
including 
Downtown  San Jose. 
Apply at any





4138-7749000  orFac 4065239810  
OVUM DONORS NEEDED 
Women 
ages
 2129. healthy, 
responsible,  all 
nationalrties.  
Give the gift 
of life!
 
53.000 stipend & expenses paid. 





$1500 WEEKLY potential maring 
ixr =Liars No Etoeitrice Req. Free 
nfortnabonpazket.
 ail 4107838272 
 TEACHER  INSTRUCTOR  
P/T-Elementary Schools. 
Degree cx Oedent al NOT
 Required. 








 to work 
6-9 





program. Background in 
Special  




510:00 to 815:00 per 
hour.  Call 










and  Saratoga 
area.
 
Polite,  well groomed & professional
 
attitude only. 19 
years+, 8648 
per 






 at home for $2 
each 
plus bonuses. F/T.




supplies. For details, send 
one  
stamp to: N-28, 12021 
Wilshire 
BI., Suite 552, Los 




PT/FT.  We 





Flexible hrs, 9am.9pm. 
Downtown
 
near lightrail - 4 blocks from SJSU. 
Hourly 5$ plus bonus. 
Media 
Promotions 494-0200. 
11 EARN EXTRA CASH S 
up to $600/month!
 
Become a Sperm 
Donor.  
Healthy 





M -F, 8-4:30. 
OPPORTUNITIES 
OWN A COMPUTER? 
Then put it to work! 





















PAID BIG SU through your 
mailbox! Easy to do. Even for 
Teens! Do it now! Free info 
send 







 . net corn 
.corn/-pskim/  
hbb.html.  
EXCELLENT PAY Processing 
Mail!  
$1 per envelope stuffed!
 
Details 24 hrs. 1-407245-7393.
 
REAL ESTATE  
FOR SALE 
RESIDENCE  PLUS INCOME! 
ATTN: 
FACULTY/STUDENTS...  
Live here & receive monthly 
rental  
income.
 Easy financing available 
on this restored victonan home 
only half a block from 
campus.
 2 
stories plus finished  basement, 
large 
remodeled kitchen, 2 
full 
baths & more. Currently generating 
$1925/mo  
income.  All  this 
can  









 Canada 11499. 





day lilt ticket, 5 night
 stay in 
full
 kitchen condos
 in WHISTLER 
Village, & 
unlimited fun. For 
your 
E-Ticket call 








Only $57.00 per year. 
Save 30% 60% 
on your 
dental  needs. 
For info call 1-800-655-3225. 
HAD AN ACCIDENT?
 Need a paint 





 you. Call us at (408) 




 FOR SALE 
95 JEEP 
WRANGLER  Excellent 
Condition. 
Stereo.  Royal blue. 
Asking 
$13,500.  Call 371-5188. 
COMPUTERS
 ETC. 
TI -85 GRAPHING 
CALCULATOR
 
with manual and data cable.
 $85.
 
Call Sunil @ 408/2236585. 
HEALTH & BEAUTY 









using  chemicals. Let us  
perma.
 
nentty remove your 
unwanted  hair. 
Back Chest
  Lip- Bikini 
- Chin - 
Tummy
 etc. Students & faculty 
receive 15% discount. First
 appt. 
1/2 price
 rf made before 12/31/97.
 
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow. 621 E. 
Campbell












Your own probe or disposable. 
335 
S.
 Baywood Ave. San Jose 
247-7488. 
LOSE UP TO 30 LBS IN 30 DAYS 
100%  Natural. 100% 
Guaranteed.
 
Hear %tot a Doctor has to say! Free 
Samples!




PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now 
accepting students who wish to 
excel in 






 or Advanced. 
Learn  
any style: Jazz. Blues. 
Rock.  
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk. 
Call
 Bill at 408-298-6124, 
POLONSKY
 PIANO SCHOOL 
30 Years Teaching 
Experience  
Dr. Viktor and Anna Polonsky 
Russian Trained
 Concert Pianists 
 Professors
 of Piano 
 National
 Teachers Guild 
Assn 





408-241-6662  in Santa Clara 
fo, Az FIRST FREE 
lessorHrtervew.
 
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. 
Science  & 
English  papers/theses 
our specialty. 
Laser  printing. 













Call Paul or  Virginia 408-2510449.  
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE?? 












applications for med/law sdlool. etc. 
Will transcribe your taped 
interviews  or 
research  notes.  
Fax 
Machine.  Notary Public. 
Call 






































 Group Projects, 






















PROCESSING  SERVICES 
Professional
 typing for
 your term 
papers,  reports,






WP, MS Word. other 
applications.  
Hansen's Business Services 
408-2643507  or 408-269-5156.  




subject.  Why suffer 




 help is 
available?
 
Harvard MA/UCB Ph.D. (former 
college 
teacher)
 can help you 


























welcome!  For 
free 










user friendly Website 
at 




Or write: Daniel. 








 GNOSTIC ORDER OFCHRIST 
Bible Study, 
Lecture & Services 
Book Cafe & Reiki Center 
3483-95





















Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554. 
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall 
DAILY  
CLASSIFIED  - 
LOCAL  RATES FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY 
RATES  CALL 
408-924-3277 
Print 
your  ad here. Line is 
30
 spaces, including letters,
 numbers, punctuation











 3 -line minimum 
One Two Three
 























 $10 $12 
$1
 for 








 the fifiti day, rale increases 
by
 $1 per dgame. 
First ilne (25 spaces) set PO bold 
for no extra 
Up to 
5 additional words 
available  In bold for 63 
each. 
SEMESTER RATES 
3-9 lines: $70  10-14 lines: $90 













Send check or 
money  order la 
Spartan Deity 
Classifieds  
Sir Jose State 
University  
SanioseCAN192-0149 
 Classified desk a 
located in Dwight Bentel Ha,
 Room 209 
II Domaine:






 ads we 
prepaid.


















 for a 3 line 
ad
 for 3 
days.
 Ads must 
be





 and 2pm. 
Student  ID 
required.
 
"Lost  & Found 
ads are offered
 free, 3 lines
 for 3 days,

















Last  and Faure' _ 
Heal8si3esuly  
Volunteers'




kilo. For Sale' 
Eraktarrnenr  






























 Modern Building 
 Laundry 
Room 






 Insurance Service 




 for 20 years 


















Also open Saturdays 
9-2 






















 Dryer Discount 
'Non/Owner 
Operator 




 Free Phone Quotes 







 8 EDITING 
Experienced
 wttn 'he needs 
of 
Foreign  Students 
Credenttaled
 Teacher & M.A. 





Statistics  Trig  Calculus 
Physics: Mechanics  Electric 
































 Int BP/ 
Game
 or our Computers
 or Surf 
the Web Ca 'A PLACE 
TO






 Ger.. Open 











 msy refer the 
reader to specific telephone 
numbers or addr   for 
additional
 information. 
Classified  readers should be 
reminded that. when maldng 
these further contacts, they 
Should require complete 
information before sending 
money for goods or services. 
In 
addition,  readers should 
carefully  
Inve.tlgate
 all firms 
offering
 employment listings 
orcoupons for discount 





























































41-1 Decnr,ite, the 
.17 pang', 







53 Moo s 
relative 








































































































































































































































the  Itihn 
XXIII  
Center  For 
more
 informatiori. t 
all 



























































Black  Alliance 
Of
 St11.11t1StS 
intl Engineers are 
having  a study 
group from 6 to 
9 pan every 
Monday.
 Wednesday :Ind 
Thursday 
in the Clark










 Incnt Fair" 
Iron) 10 a.m. to 
:3 p
 


















































to I 15 
in. in the 
Nlusic 
Building  












 presenting "I lappy
 Days" 
from 





 Plaza There will 
be 
frvi.  Mod. games 
;ind
 tirlies For 
more information.












































Cont  nil and 
Wellness 



























II i span 
ic Business
 





















Crusade  Mr 






























having  a 
brown
 hag lunch
 to dis 
cuss  the 
"Cold
 Facts About
 the Odd 
and  Flu" 
front















Alumni  Party' 
Th,, 
Staff  for Individual 
Rights 
is haviniz 
a "Gala Alumni Party" 
from 330 to 
It 
It
 m. in the Student 
Ifnitin 
Pacheco
 Room For 
more  
information.









and  hunt Science 
will
 measure your 
body fat using bowled
 neat imped 
ante  from 2 to 4 
It
 m In 
the Central 
Classroom  Building, 
Room  103 For 
noire  infiirnuition. call 
Kini




 of Atonement' 









 m in the 
Student Union
























from  San 







































 to the 
United  
Nations.  
Asked  about 
Hormel's 






























is gay is not 
relevant  ..." 




recruit  homosexuals, 
including by 
employing  a White 
House







 of Hormel 
in a press release Monday. 
Hormel
 sits on the board 
of










Oct.  8 - Two 
resi-
dents in 















Tuesday, Oct. 7 -- The 
window 
ot 
a car parked in the Seventh 
tf....t Garage was smashed. A 
1111.,,471. lM1iIS later left on the vic-
tim's \ owe mail 
Monday, 
Oct.  8 A fbmale 
Spartan
 Village resident 
received 
an obscene phone 
call
 from an 
unknown male. 
Monday, Oct. 6 
-- A set of 
speakers, a 
(7B  player and CDs 
were
 stolen from a car parked on 
Fifth Street. 
Sunday, 
Oct. 5  A woman 
parked in the Seventh 
Street  
Garage had 
her  purse and back-
pack 
stolen.  






parked  in Spartan Village. 
Sunday, Oct. 5  A seat was 
stolen 
from a bicycle stolen from a 
rack outside the Engineering 
Building  
Friday, Oct. 3  
A man was 
cited for smoking marijuana in 









 fbr smoking 
marijuana  in 
the back





 Oct. 1  A car 
parked
 in the 
Seventh  Street 
Garage 
was  broken into. 
Wednesday,
 Oct. 1  Two
 vehi-
cles were involved 
in a non -injury 
accident at the 
Tenth  Street 
Garage.  
Wednesday, Oct. 
1  Three stu-
dents reported 
having  their purs-
es and 
wallets  stolen. 
Wednesday, 
Oct.
 1  A student 





 Sept. 29  
Someone 
stole money 
from a tampon 
machine 
located  in the Art 
Monday, Sept. 29  A 
battery 




Monday, Sept. 29  
Someone  
stole money from a tampon 
machine located in the 
Engineering Building. 
Monday, Sept.
 29  Someone 
stole money from a tampon 

















 Cellular from 
GTE  Wireless,  you 
get a simple, clear
 way to stay in 
touch, 
and you don't have to 
worry about overspending 
your 
budget.
 When you run low on airtime, 
you can simply buy 
more.  There's no annual contract,
 no 
credit check
 to sweat out, no deposit 
and no 
monthly




phone  to your nearest
 GTE
 Wireless store, or select kiosks, 
including  Kinko's, 
Macy's  
or Walmart. Or take 
advantage
 of 





for  GTE  
Wireless
 PrePaid







































































































 the San 
Francisco  
Symphony  












LOS ANGELES (AP)  Paul 
Chepikian, an ordinary guy, 
seems to keep stepping into 
extraordinary roles  from the 
second 0.J. Simpson jury to res-
cuing citizens in 
distress. 
"It's wacky how these situa-
tions just sort of follow me 




with the Health 
Care Hero award this week for 
saving a choking woman by 
performing the Heimlich 
maneuver. 
Chepikian,
 who was an alter-
nate juror in the Simpson civil 
trial,  came to the rescue of the 
woman choking on popcorn at 
the Hollywood Bowl, 
a man 
having a heart attack at a the-
ater, a woman and her grand-
daughter trapped in a crashed 
car 
and, scariest of all, his own 
fiancee choking on 
a piece of 
candy at the movies. 
"I asked her if she could 
talk, 
and she couldn't," he said of 
fiancee Terry Mason. "That's 
the sure sign someone's chok-
ing."  
Chepikian performed the 
Heimlich maneuver, grabbing 
her from behind, wrapping his 
arms around her chest and dis-
lodging
 a piece of candy 
from  
her throat. Then he helped her 
to the lobby of the theater. 
"I 
was a mess," Mason said. 
"I was crying and
 drooling and 
trying 






 she asked 
to go back and
 
watch the rest 




 died. We 
can't 





 "But we 
went  back 
in. 
And  for the 
rest
 of the film I 
held her hand to 
make sure she 
was all right." 
His role 
as a Simpson alter-
nate juror 
didn't  put him in a 
life 
or death situation.
 But it 
thrust 
him into his 
own law-
suit, which is 
scheduled  for trial 
in February. 
Chepikian
 sued his 
bosses  at 
a pet food 
company  for firing 
him 
when






him to claim a financial hard-
ship  to escape serving in the 
lengthy Santa Monica Superior 
Court case. He said the
 firm 
fired him from his job the day 




Chepikian's award from the 
Universal Care 
medical  organi-
zation honored him for his 
many
 good Samaritan deeds. 
A 42 -year -old New
 Jersey 
native who worked as a hospi-
tal security officer 
as a teen-
ager is trained in cardiopul-
monary resuscitation.
 He said 
his 
friends  joke about him star-
ring
 in his own TV emergency
 
show. 
VOL
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Do
 
you
 
.A/ANT
 
IThbk(15?
 
no 
no 
yes 
to 
contracts
 
to 
monthly
 
bills
 
to 
affordable
 
CEO 
WIRELESS
 
1 800 483
 
0414
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